**Session Overview**

**Wednesday | October 16**
- Hot Topics in NM Literature - Part 1
- EDX NM Challenging Cases - Part 1
- Cutting Edge US
- MGFA Session
- Hot Topics in NM Literature - Part 2
- EDX NM Challenging Cases - Part 2
- Effective Strategy in a Multidiscipline Clinic
- Respiratory Management of the NM Patient - Part 1
- History of EDX and NM Diseases
- Women in NM Medicine
- Respiratory Management of the NM Patient - Part 2
- Plenary 1: The Present & Future Role of Technology in the Lives of Patients With NM Diseases

**Thursday | October 17**
- EDX Evaluation of CIDP and MMN
- Small Fiber Neuropathy
- Diabetic Neuropathy
- Chemodenervation
- Radiculopathy
- Botulinum Toxin for Pain
- How to Incorporate Genetic Testing
- Writing a Journal Article: A Discussion With the Editor of *Muscle & Nerve*
- Autonomic Disorders in Your Practice
- EMG Reports
- NM Video Cases
- US Guided Procedures
- New NM Therapies: Integrative Medicine
- Plenary 2: The Present & Future Role of Technology in the Lives of Patients With NM Diseases
- Combined Use of EDX & US for Evaluation of the Brachial Plexus & Upper Limb Nerves - Part 1
- Updates of Demyelinating Neuropathies: Jointly Provided by AANEM & PNS
- Autonomic Disorders in Your NM Practice: How to Identify and Treat Them - Part 1
- Emerging Therapies and Controversies
- Axonal Peripheral Neuropathy (Toxic and Metabolic)
- Neuromuscular Pathology
- NM Complications of Cancer Treatment With Checkpoint Inhibitors and Chemotherapy
- Combined Use of EDX & US for Evaluation of the Brachial Plexus & Upper Limb Nerves - Part 2
- Diagnosis and Treatment Breakthroughs in Genetic Testing
- Autonomic Disorders in Your NM Practice: How to Identify and Treat Them - Part 2
- Neuroprosthetics
- Traumatic Brachial Plexopathy
- MUP Recruitment Analysis Made Simple
- Member Practice Issues Open Forum

**Friday | October 18**
- N of 1 Trials to Personalize Treatment
- Peripheral Neuropathy
- NMJ Techniques
- Brachial Plexopathies
- What Reference Values and NCS Techniques Should I Use in My Practice
- EDX Evaluation of the Foot
- Cranial Nerve Testing
- Ethical Issues in NM Disease
- Entrapment Neuropathies
- Basic With the Experts
- Fascicular Anatomy of the Nerve and Nerve Injuries
- Updated with Ultrahigh Frequency MSK US
- Setting Up an US Lab
- The Use of Multiple Testing Modalities in Challenging NM Cases
- Exercise for NM Disease
- Plenary 3: The Present & Future Role of Technology in the Lives of Patients With NM Diseases
- Upper Extremity NCS: Lesion Localization and Severity Assessment
- Horses, Zebras, & Unicorns: Interactive Case Based Update Common/Not So Common NMDs-Pt 1
- ALS
- US Assessment of MSK Mimics
- NMJ Disorders - Part 1
- Albers Symposium
- ROUNDTABLE: Case Discussions
- Horses, Zebras, & Unicorns: Interactive Case Based Update Common/Not So Common NMDs-Pt 2
- Peripheral Anatomy: From Root to Muscle
- NMJ Disorders - Part 2
- Single Fiber EMG Course
- Assistive Technology for Gait Disorder
- Channelopathies in NMDs
- Practical Approach to EDX in the Pediatric Population

**Saturday | October 19**
- Demyelinating Neuropathies
- NM Sports Medicine Case Based Presentations: A Mechanisms Approach
- Utilizing the Principles of Lifestyle Medicine for the Treatment of NM Disease
- Molecular Therapy for SMA in Clinical Practice
- Antibody Testing and NMDs
- Neurodiagnostic Jeopardy: Let Us Get on Your Nerves!
- Plenary 4: The Present & Future Role of Technology in the Lives of Patients With NM Diseases